
Field-Induced Axion Luminosity of PhotonGas via a-InteractionN.V. Mikheev, A.Ya. Parkhomenko and L.A. VassilevskayaYaroslavl State (Demidov) University,Sovietskaya 14, Yaroslavl 150000, RussiaAbstractThe interaction of a pseudoscalar particle with two photons inan external electromagnetic �eld is used to study the photon decay ! a and the photon coalescence  ! a where a is a pseudoscalarparticle associated with Peccei-Quinn U(1) symmetry. A strong cat-alyzing inuence of the external �eld on these processes reduces tothat the �eld removes the suppression associated with the smallnessof the axion mass. The �eld-induced axion emission by a photon gas isanalyzed as one more possible source of energy losses by astrophysicalobjects.IntroductionAxion is a pseudoscalar particle which was introduced for solving the CPproblem in QCD [1, 2]. This particle appears after the breakdown of thePeccei-Quinn chiral U(1) symmetry and carries a small mass [3, 4]10�5 eV <� ma <� 10�2 eV (1)because the underlying symmetry is not exact at low energies. Now we canconsider axions or any other pseudoscalar massless or low-mass bosons as anatural consequence of certain extensions of the standard model.Axions couple to photons according to the Lagrangian [3]:L = ga4 (F ~F )a (2)1
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Figure 1: The e�ective vertex of the interaction of a pseudoscalar particlewith two photons.with a strength ga = ��fa �; (3)where fa is the energy scale of the symmetry breaking and � is a model-dependent factor of order unity. All existing axion models contain the inter-action of an axion with charge fermions (usual or exotic) which automaticallyleads to an electromagnetic coupling of the form Eq. (2) because of the tri-angle fermion loop amplitude shown on Fig. 1.The two-photon-axion interaction vertex allows for the axion radiative de-cay a!  [3], for the Primako� conversion a$  in the presence of electricor magnetic �elds [5] as well as for the photon decay T ! La [6, 7] and co-alescence LT ! a [7] in a plasma. The last two processes are kinematicallypossible because of the dispersion relations of electromagnetic excitations ina plasma which di�er signi�cantly from the vacuum dispersion [3].Pseudoscalars are of great importance in an application to astrophysics asan additional source of star energy losses because of the very weak interactionwith a matter. In astrophysical objects one has to take into account theinuence of both components of the active medium, a plasma and an externalelectromagnetic �eld, on processes inside. A situation is also possible whenthe �eld component dominates and one can consider the axion processesin an external �eld only. Note that an arbitrary relatively smooth �eld inwhich a relativistic particle propagates is well described by the constantcrossed �eld limit (E ? B, E = B). In this case the dynamic parameter�2 = e2(qFFq)=m6, where m is a mass of an interactive particle (real or,possibly, virtual) with an electric charge e, is the only �eld invariant.In a supernova explosion a region outside the neutrinosphere of orderof hundred kilometers with a rather rare�ed plasma with the temperature2
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Figure 2: The diagram describing the polarization operator of a photon. Dou-ble lines correspond to fermion propagators in an external electromagnetic�eld.of order of MeV and a strong magnetic �eld of order of the Schwinger valueBe ' 4:41�1013 G could exist. Under the supernova conditions considered thelimit of small values of the dynamic parameter � is realized in the processesof the axion emission by a photon gas.In this talk we discuss the forbidden in vacuum axion processes { thephoton decay  ! a and the photon coalescence  ! a in an externalelectromagnetic �eld using the e�ective a-interaction [8] and estimate theirpossible inuence on the supernova cooling.Dispersions of Photon and Axion in ExternalElectromagnetic FieldIn calculation of probabilities and luminosities of the axion emission processesin an external �eld one has to take into account the non-trivial kinematics ofinteractive particles. The kinematics depends substantially on the particledispersion relations which can change in the presence of the electromagnetic�eld because this �eld plays the role of an anisotropic medium. In this sectionthe inuence of the external electromagnetic crossed �eld on the photon [9]and axion [10] dispersions is considered.The polarization operator of a photon in an external �eld can be obtainedfrom the two-point fermion loop diagram shown on Fig. 2. The double solidlines denote the exact fermion propagators in an external electromagnetic
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�eld. The polarization operator can be presented as:��� = i 3X�=1�(�) "(�)� "(�)� : (4)The set of the eigenvectors of ��� coincides with the photon polarizations:"(1)� = (qF )�q(qFFq) ; "(2)� = (q ~F )�q(qFFq) ; (5)"(3)� = q2(qFF )� � (qFFq)q�qq2(qFFq)2 :The �rst two vectors "(1) and "(2) describe the real transverse photon polar-izations. In a di�erence with a plasma where besides the transverse photonsthe longitudinal excitation { \plasmon" { is appeared, in an external electro-magnetic �eld the photon with the longitudinal polarization "(3) is absent.The eigenvalues �(�) with � = 1; 2 of the polarization operator (4) deter-mine the dispersion relations q2 � �(�) = 0 of the transverse photon excita-tions. The analysis of the polarization operator shows that �(�), in general,are complex �(�) = �2�� 2i!��. The real part �2� has a meaning of the �eld-induced \e�ective mass" squared and �� is the probability of the photondecay  ! e+e�.1The photon dispersion curves in the external crossed �eld [9] are presentedon Fig. 3 in dependence on the dynamic parameter �. The \e�ective masses"squared of the transverse photon polarization being alike in their qualitativebehavior are di�erent quantitatively. The di�erence in values of the \e�ectivemasses" squared of the photon eigenmodes makes possible the photon decay ! a where a is an arbitrary relatively light pseudoscalar. The analysisshows that in the physically interesting region of the dynamic parameter �(� <� 102) the photon \e�ective masses" squared are limited as:j�2�j <� 10 keV: (6)The �eld-induced contribution �ma to the small axion mass ma (1) canbe calculated as the real part of a ! e+e� ! a transition amplitude via1We will consider the contribution of an electron only as the most sensitive to theexternal �eld fermion. 4
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Figure 3: The photon dispersion curves in the crossed �eld.electron loop. As a result �ma can be estimated as [10]:�m2am2a � 10�10C2e �2=3; (7)where Ce is the model-dependent factor which determines the electron-axioncoupling gae. This contribution is negligibly small, and hereafter we will takethe axion as a massless particle.Photon Decay  ! aThe �eld-induced two-photon-axion vertex was obtained by us earlier [8] andused to analyze the axion radiative decay [11]. As in the case of a!  themain contribution to the amplitude of the photon decay  ! a comes fromthe bilinear on the external �eld terms of a-vertex.5



In the case of the small values of the dynamic parameters the decay of thephoton with the �rst polarization "(1) is allowed kinematically (see Fig. 3)due to the condition �21 > �22: (1) ! (2) + a:With the photon polarization vectors (5) the amplitude of the decay is:Md ' �4�Cem2�fa t (1� t)�21 J(t�1; �1); (8)J(t�1; �1)�����1�1 ' 263 �21 (1� 2t);where t = !2=!1 is the relative energy of the �nal photon, �1 is the dynamicparameter of the decaying photon. Taking all the particles as ultrarelativisticthe probability of the photon decay is:W (F )d = 116�!1 1Z0 dt jMdj2 ' 4:8 � 10�6 �2C2em4�3f 2a!1 �81: (9)The decay probability is proportional to the eighth power of the dynamicparameter �1 and, hence, the eighth power of the external �eld strength.Photon Coalescence  ! aBoth the photon decay  ! a and the photon coalescence  ! a givethe contribution to the star energy losses due to the axion emission. Theamplitude of the photon coalescence may be easily produced from the axionradiative decay amplitude [11] by changing all the 4-momenta of particles onopposite ones [12]:Mc ' 4�Cem2�fa (�1 + �2) [�1J(�1; �2) + �2J(�2; �1)]; (10)�1J(�1; �2) + �2J(�2; �1)�����1;�2�1 ' 221 �1�2(�1 + �2);where �1 and �2 are the dynamic parameters of the initial photons. Becausethe �nal state is the one-particle one the photon decay probability has the6



energy �-function and in the case of ultrarelativistic interactive particles isthe following:W (F )c = 2��(!1 + !2 � Ea)8!1!2EaV jMcj2 (11)' 16�2C2em4441�f 2a �(!1 + !2 � Ea)!1!2EaV �21 �22 (�1 + �2)4;where V is the normalized volume. The probability of the photon coalescencehas the same dependence of the external �eld strength as the photon decayprobability.Axion Luminosity of Photon GasTo illustrate a possible astrophysical application of the results obtained wecalculate the contributions of the photon decay and the photon coalescenceto the axion emissivity Qa of a photon gas, i.e. the rate of energy losses perunit volume. The decay Q(d)a [10] and coalescence Q(c)a [12] axion emissivitiesare: Q(d)a = Z d3q1(2�)3 !1 nB(!1) 1Z0 dt dW (F )ddt (1� t) (1 + nB(!1t)) (12)' 2:15 �2C2em7�5f 2a � Tm�11 � BBe�8 ;Q(c)a = 12V Z V d3q1(2�)3 nB(!1) Z V d3q2(2�)3 nB(!2) (!1 + !2)W (F )c (13)' 121:85 �2C2em7�5f 2a �Tm�11 � BBe�8 ;where nB(!i) is the Planck distribution function of a photon with the energy!i at a temperature T , Be = 4:41 � 1013 G is the Schwinger value. The factor1=2 in Eq. (13) takes into account the equivalence of the initial photons. Theaxion emissivity due to the e�ective a-vertex is determined by the photoncoalescence because the contribution of the photon decay is the correction oforder of a percent according to Eqs. (12) and (13).The emissivities (12) and (13) allow to estimate the contribution of theconsidered processes into the axion luminosity La (the energy losses by the7



escaping axions per unit time) in a supernova explosion from a region oforder of hundred kilometers in size outside the neutrinosphere. In this regiona rather rare�ed plasma with the temperature of order of MeV and a magnetic�eld with the strength of order of 1013 G can exist. Under these conditionsthe estimation of the axion luminosity of a photon gas is:La ' 2 � 1038 ergs � gae10�13�2 � T1MeV�11 � B1013G�8 � R103 km�3 : (14)The comparison of Eq. (14) with the total neutrino luminosity from theneutrinosphere L� � 1052 erg/s shows that the contribution of the axionemission processes  ! a and  ! a by the photon gas to the energylosses in a supernova explosion is very small.ConclusionsIn our talk the �eld-induced photon decay  ! a and coalescence  ! aare studied where a is a light pseudoscalar particle. For the pseudoscalar par-ticle we considered the most widely discussed particle, the axion, correspond-ing to the spontaneous breaking of the Peccei-Quinn symmetry. The forbid-den in vacuum photon decay becomes kinematically possible because pho-tons of di�erent polarizations obtain di�erent �eld-induced \e�ective masses"squared. At the same time an external �eld inuence on the axion mass isnegligible.The processes  ! a and  ! a could be of interest as an additionalsource of energy losses by astrophysical objects. We considered the case ofsmall values of the dynamic parameter which can be realized, for example,in a supernova explosion. The axion emission by the photon decay is thecorrection of order of a percent to the emission by the photon coalescence.While these processes and their evaluation are conceptually quite intruiging,the actual energy-loss rate appeared to be rather small in comparison withthe neutrino luminosity in the conditions considered.AcknowledgementsThe work of N.V. Mikheev was supported under grant No. d98-181 by In-ternational Soros Science Education Program. This work was partially sup-8
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